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Tracking links solved.

Create simple, beautiful and branded link trackers with smart redirects, retargeting pixels, QR codes and more.

Track 1000 monthly clicks with all features included.
Get Started for Free
No credit card required










How Linkly Works
Click tracking
Branded link shortening
Advanced redirects
Retargeting pixels
Collaborate with team members
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Create tracking links
Linkly is a free custom URL shortener designed for marketers.
You can use your own domain so all your shortened tracking links are fully branded.
You can redirect users by country, device or use a link rotator.
Share mailto links, tel links and SMS links.

You can add retargeting pixels to links for Facebook Pixel, Twitter Custom Audiences or any other 3rd party pixel.









Beautiful, visual click tracking reports
Linkly makes it easy to create tracking links.
Track the number of clicks on a particular link.
See the traffic’s country, device, ISP, destination and referrer as they come through.
Identify search robots and diagnose click fraud using ReCaptcha.









Customize Social Media Previews
Change open-graph tags for each link you share so you can have maximum impact and improved CTR wherever you share.
With Linkly, you customize how your social media campaign URL displays.









Add tracking pixels
Add Facebook Pixel, Twitter Custom Audiences or any other custom tag and build remarketing audiences of users who click your links.

Attach Google Tag Manager containers to links with ease.









Use your branding
Use your own domain, and create your own custom branded short-links with any vanity URL you want, promoting your business with every click of a link.
Linkly provides free SSL certificates for your domains.
When used with a domain, Linkly is invisible to the end user.
Add up to 50 domains on your account.




Redirect by country, device or use a link rotator







Geotargeting
Generate a short link that redirects users based on their country.
Target for different currencies, languages or products.
Market different products to different regions.









Platform Targeting & Universal App Store Links
Redirect users based on their device.

Send users to the right app store.
Target by iOS, Android, Windows, Linux or Mac.









Link rotators
Distribute URL traffic by percentage instantly with Linkly URL rotator.
Randomly spread traffic between multiple destinations.
Specify the traffic split percentage.
Determine better performing products and affiliates.

Unlimited destinations.




Collaborate with your team







Manage millions of links
Linkly lets you personalize, share, and track your content links, while capturing data with every click.
Sparkline traffic charts help you visually monitor performance.
Realtime dashboard updates.
Consolidated link management lets you manage millions of links at once.




Integrations
Addons for Chrome, Firefox, Google Sheets & Zapier







Google Sheets Integration
Automate, enhance, or integrate with Google Sheets.
Pull live data from Linkly into Google Sheets to create reports that update automatically.

Re-use our elegant API feeds that you can use in any application.









Google Analytics UTM Tag Builder
Automatically add UTM tags to your destinations.
Track your clicks and conversions in Google Analytics.
No code required.




Trusted by thousands of organizations, big & small.





Track 1000 monthly clicks with all features included.
Get Started for Free
No credit card required



Linkly Features
Links
	Customize social media previews
	Add retargeting pixels
	Custom domains & vanity URLs
	HTTP & HTTPS secure links
	Make QR codes with dynamic destinations
	Make  UTM tags   for your links
	Shorten & track  mailto,  tel   &   sms   links
	Expiring links
	Zapier integration
	Fast   link creation API
	Plugins for  Chrome  & Firefox


Traffic Routing
	Redirect by country
	Redirect by device
	Link rotators
	Add  retargeting pixels to links
	Meta Pixel  integration
	Link cloaking   &  disguising


Analytics
	Clear, beautiful reports
	Integration with  Google Analytics 4
	Integration with  Google Tag Manager
	Parameter & affiliate SubID tracking
	Data export as CSV, JSON or Google Sheets
	ISP lookup & Robot vs human disambiguation
	GDPR compliant
	Google Sheets Reporting Integration with live data feeds
	Easy API to get data into your app



Track 1000 monthly clicks with all features included.
Get Started for Free
No credit card required




What people say about Linkly
You’re in good company. Thousands of businesses use Linkly to create tracking links, retarget visitors, make QR codes and  more.
“We were looking for a tool that allowed us to track link clicks from across many different sources to a 3rd party site we didn’t have access to and pixel all of them centrally. Linkly is a clean, easy way of doing that quickly and cheaply.”
— Robert W.


“I like the ease of use of the software. Having to post on all platforms can be tedious and Linkly definitely helps with this.”
— Viviana R.


“Very nice product, was our favorite among several we tried. The developer/owner of Linkly is very responsive and developed helpful features quickly, following our request. Very cool.”
— Alon D.


“Good features, relatively easy to use and got great results”
— Niall H.


“Very easy to use - great customer help - clear data”
— Aleksandra R


“Love the geo targeting feature whereby it auto detects user’s location and redirects to appropriate local URL, also happy with the mailto link shortening which isn’t offered by most link shorteners.”
— Sagar J


“Linkly tracks our email marketing campaigns, and influencer reach outs on social media. With the information that Linkly reports we are able to see which links are being clicked, which links have the highest conversions, along with beautiful charts.”



Read more

Frequently Asked Questions
What is Linkly?

LinklyHQ is a powerful link management platform that allows you to create, customize, and track your links. It helps you optimize your link sharing strategies, monitor link performance, and gain insights into your audience. 


Can I customize the appearance of my links?

Absolutely! Linkly offers various customization options, such as adding branded domains, setting unique link names, and even adding UTM parameters for tracking. This allows you to maintain a consistent brand image while sharing links.


How can I track the performance of my links?

Linkly provides detailed analytics for each of your links. After logging in, you'll find information on click-through rates, geographic locations of clicks, and more.


Is my data safe with Linkly?

Yes, we take your data security seriously. Linkly uses encryption and follows industry best practices to safeguard your information. We do not share your data with third parties without your consent. 


Can I use Linkly for social media marketing?

Absolutely! Linkly is a great tool for social media marketers. You can use it to create trackable links for your social media posts, allowing you to measure engagement and refine your content strategy.


What types of subscription plans does Linkly offer?

Linkly offers a range of subscription plans, catering to different needs. We have options for individuals, small businesses, and larger enterprises. You can explore our plans on the Pricing page.


Can I integrate Linkly with other tools I use?

Yes, Linkly supports integrations with Google Analytics, Google Tag Manager, Zapier, and more.


Do you offer a free trial?

Yes, we offer a free trial that allows you to explore the features of Linkly. Sign up for a trial on our homepage and experience how our platform can benefit you.


How do I get in touch with customer support?

If you have any questions, concerns, or issues, our customer support team is here to help. You can reach out to us through the Contact page or the Live Chat on our website, and we'll get back to you as soon as possible.





Works everywhere you work online





Track 1000 monthly clicks with all features included.
Get Started for Free
No credit card required
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